
AN ERGODIC LEMMA

m. a. akcoglu1

Recently, A. Brunei proved an ergodic lemma [l] and applied it

to give another proof of the following theorem [2].

Theorem 1. Let (X, %, p) be a a-finite measure space and let T be a

positive linear operator in Li(X, %, p) with || T\\ —^ 1. Then for anyfQLi,

pQLi,p^0,

t,T*f
(1) lim ±í-

TsT*p
jfc=0

exists and is finite a.e. on {x| 0 < X^T=o Tkp(x) l«).

In the present note we show that a result which is stronger than

Brunei's lemma can be obtained from Lemmas 1 and 2 of [2], which

are the essential two lemmas used in [2 ] to prove Theorem 1. These

two lemmas are also needed to identify the limit (1), as is shown in

[3]. It would seem, therefore, that in order to give a complete set of

results by the shortest and most direct route one should start with

Lemmas 1 and 2 of [2], obtain the existence of the limit (1) by

Lemma 3 of the present note and then identify this limit following

the method of [3].

We state Lemmas 1 and 2 of [2], in a slightly modified form, as

follows.

Lemma 1. Let T be an operator satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.

Let F=g-h, g^O, A^O, gQLu hQLi and

n

sup 2 TkF > 0   a.e. on a set B.
»SO    k=,0

Then there exist sequences,  \dk\ and  {gk}, of non-negative functions

in ii, such that

(0     HUfd'k+fgnèJg,
(")   ^l*-odkúh a.e. and ^,t-odk = h a.e. on B,

(ni) r»g=IX0 T--*dk+gn.
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Lemma 2. Let Tbe an operator satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.

Then for any gELi, hELi, h^O and for any integer j we have

T*+ig
lim-— = 0,        m ̂  max(0, —j),

n—♦ »    __

*=o

o.e. o« {x| 0 < Et"=o r*Ä(«) £ oo }.

From these two lemmas we obtain the following:

Lemma 3. Let T satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. For any fELi,

define

E/ =  ix lim sup ¿ Tkf(x) > ol
I n->»       k=0 J

Then, to any measurable set E, one can associate a function \¡/eELx

such that

E C E}    implies     j \¡/Ef ̂  0.

Brunei's Lemma is obtained from this lemma if the set E} is re-

placed by the set E¡ defined as

Ef =  <x   sup ¿ Tkf(x) > 0, for all m ^ 0> .
V «a™   k-m )

It is clear that E/CEJ.
Proof of Lemma 3. Define ipn as follows [l]:

\Pe(x) = lim \pÊ (x),

with xpffî =Xi ipff =x\ZS\p(-n~1), n££l. where % is the characteristic

function of E, and 5: Lœ—*LK denotes the adjoint transformation of

T. Since 5^0 and ||S||ooál, we obtain that, for any/GLi,

where the sequence {ak} is defined as

«o = x/; /3o = x'f,

ctk = xP&-i;  ft = x'Pft-i,   i^l,
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x' = l—x being the characteristic function of the complement of E.

With usual notations, let /=/+-/- and let {a¡+)}, {ß(i+)}, {a¡-)},

{ßi^} be the sequences which are defined as above, but starting from

/+ and /_, respectively. To prove the lemma it is sufficient to show

that

(3) E I ai   = a E I ai ;
¿=0 J i=0 J

for any integer j'^0, and for any real number a> 1.

Let g = af+ and h— Ei=o «¡~'> where a> 1 and j'^0 are fixed, and

consider F = g — h. We will show that

(4)

First note that

sup E TkF > 0    a.e. on P.
«èO   k=0

xTf   = xE T    a"    :

which follows from definition (2). Therefore, using the positiveness of

T and f~, we have

(5)
(-)

n+3

x E Tkh = x E r* E «,»à x E p*/-
i=0 t=0

Now  (4)  is trivial  on  the  set where   Eï°-o  Tkh = 0.  On the set

£H {x | 0 < Er.o P*A}. by virtue of (5),

n n ra+j

E r*« E z** E r*/+
fc=0 i=0 . fc=0

hm sup-2: lim sup-= a hm sup->

E 2** E 2*/~ E Tkf-
k=0 k=0 *=0

where the last equality follows from Lemma 2. But

lim sup

Er*/+
fc=0

Êpy-

£r*/
ft—0

= hm sup-^ 0,
n—»oo

£2*/-

from the hypothesis that 22 CP/ • Hence,
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S Tkg ¿ TkF

k=o                             ,.              k~o
hm sup-> 1    or    hm sup-> 0

£ Tkh £ ^*¿
k=0 k=0

which implies (4). Therefore we can apply Lemma 1 to F. Since

xh = h, x'h = 0, the dk's are zero outside E and assertion (ii) of Lemma

1 yields

(6) ¿ fdk=   fh=± fai('\
fc=0 J J i=0 J

The proof will be concluded by showing that

(7) Y, f dk^a¿ f ak+),    for all n = 0,
k=0 J k=0 J

i.e., that (6) implies (3).

To prove (7) first note that

g = do + go,

Tgn   =  dn+l + gn+1, W ^  0,

which follows from (iii). Similarly definitions of an+\ ßn+) and g imply

that

(+) c+)
g = acto    + aßo   ,

al ßn    = actn+i + apn+i.

Hence

o(+) (+) J¡o — aßo     = acto    — »o,

and

also

-,(+)      _,, _(+),   ,,(.+)       ,    ,
gn+l — aßn+1 =   l(gn  — aßn    ) +  (aan+l —  ¿n+l),

X'(go - aßT)  = 0,

X'(gn+1  -   Oßn+i)   = x'T(gn  ~   aßn     )]

x(gn -aßn    )   =  Xgn  ^ 0,    « ^ 0,

which shows that
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(8)

Now

and

,(+)
» - aßn    à 0,        n ^ 0.

0=1   [(aao     — do) - (go — aßo   )],

JÏ£(aak     — dk) — (g n - aßi+)~]

(+) (+\
E (o-ctk    — dk) — T(g„ — aßn   )

(+)N

¿_, (aak     — dk) — (gn+x — aßn+i)

or, by induction,

0 -ï   f F Ê (««*+> - *) - (en - aß?)
J L *=o

for ail w^O, which proves (7).
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